While recommendation plays an increasingly critical role in our living, study, work, and entertainment, the recommendations we receive are often for irrelevant, duplicate, or uninteresting products and services. A critical reason for such bad recommendations lies in the intrinsic assumption that recommended users and items are independent and identically distributed (IID) in existing theories and systems. Another phenomenon is that, while tremendous efforts have been made to model specific aspects of users or items, the overall user and item characteristics and their non-IIDness have been overlooked. In this paper, the non-IID nature and characteristics of recommendation are discussed, followed by the non-IID theoretical framework in order to build a deep and comprehensive understanding of the intrinsic nature of recommendation problems, from the perspective of both couplings and heterogeneity. This non-IID recommendation research triggers the paradigm shift from IID to non-IID recommendation research and can hopefully deliver informed, relevant, personalized, and actionable recommendations. It creates exciting new directions and fundamental solutions to address various complexities including cold-start, sparse data-based, cross-domain, group-based, and shilling attack-related issues.
Introduction
Recommendation [1, 2] is a major application of big data [3, 4] . It plays an increasingly important role in both core business and new economy, particularly when it involves social media, mobile services, online business, and study and living. In recent years, recommendation research has attracted significant attention in many communities, including recommender systems, information retrieval, social media, social networks, machine learning, data mining, and data engineering.
A quality recommendation service should refer the most relevant products (services or other items) to the right people at the right time. Intensive efforts have been made, especially in the recommendation and information-retrieval communities, to improve recommendation quality, by considering specific factors such as social relationships, friendship, user comments on purchased products, grouping similar behaviors or categories of products, and recommending products from another domain.
In most cases, however, we have seen irrelevant or even brand-damaging recommendations of products or services to us through channels including news portals, online shopping websites, and mobile applications. For example, a famous search engine website placed an advertisement suggesting a visit to Greek beaches alongside a news article about civil protest taking place in Greece. Another website recommended different kinds of fruit to a user who showed interest in kiwis (a New Zealand bird), assuming that the user's interest was in kiwi fruit. Online bookselling websites often list books that either duplicate those we have already purchased or are totally irrelevant.
Some critical questions facing the recommendation commu-nity include: Why are we recommended irrelevant or duplicated products and services? and more critically, What makes nextgeneration recommendation? To answer these questions, even more fundamental problems need to be studied, including:
• What foundational aspects have been missing in existing recommendation theories and systems that result in poor recommendations? • How can informed, relevant, personalized, and actionable recommendations be made? • How can recommendation quality be improved so that only those products that are relevant to individual or group user interests, preferences, and circumstances are pushed forward? • What are new recommendation methodologies are essential for a unified theoretical framework that can capture the intrinsic characteristics and complexities in recommendation? • What is the paradigm shift of recommendation research that fundamentally enables the next-generation research? • What forms the foundation of next-generation recommendation? • What are the new directions for the next generation of recommendation theories and systems? • What new recommendation theoretical foundation can address typical challenges including cold-start, sparsity, crossdomain, group recommendation, and shilling attack? While there are many aspects to be explored in order to address the above foundational problems, one particular perspective that is of interest in this paper concerns the in-depth understanding of recommended users and items, and the tight connection between the ratings given by a user to an item and the characteristics of users and items. This involves an in-depth understanding of the intrinsic characteristics and complexities in recommendation, and the nature of recommendation; that is, the heterogeneity and couplings (namely non-IIDness [5, 6] ) of ratings, user properties, and item properties, and the heterogeneity and couplings among these three aspects.
In existing recommendation research, various efforts have been made on high-level aspects such as user ratings on items, user social relationships, and comments on items. Such efforts may be generally categorized into the following aspects: ① estimating future ratings based on existing ratings, ② incorporating user comments on items into modeling, ③ incorporating user friendliness into modeling, ④ modeling group preferences or behaviors, and ⑤ learning the user preference transfer across domains. User behaviors of viewing or commenting on items are also modeled in Refs. [7, 8] . More recently, coupling relationships between items and user groups have been modeled for recommendation [9] [10] [11] , bringing low-level driving forces into rating dynamics estimation.
However, state-of-the-art recommendation research [2] has been built on the assumption that users, products, and ratings are independent and identically distributed (IID), resulting in IID models and methods [5] . No work has considered very low-level non-IID information about specific users and items. In this way, the fundamental driving forces of ratings are simplified or overlooked, which this author believes is a critical reason for the poor performance of existing recommender systems and services. For example, matrix factorization (MF) is a generic mathematical tool widely used in recommendation modeling. However, it will generate similar outcomes for houses and cars if the low-level properties of houses and cars are not involved and if houses and cars are treated as IID. This creates a significant gap between general high-level models and the specific low-level information associated with recommended users and items.
This paper focuses on discussing the driving role of such information in capturing the nature of recommendation and improving recommendation quality. By extending the brief discussion in Ref. [12] about non-IID recommendation theories and systems, a systematic framework and an in-depth understanding of recommendation nature are provided. This paper discusses the issues in existing research, and examines the need for, and concepts of, next-generation recommendation theories and techniques to address non-IIDness in recommendation. A general non-IID learning framework is proposed that captures both high-level ratings dynamics and low-level specific information on users and items and their non-IID nature. Non-IIDness involves coupling relationships and heterogeneity in recommendation. The couplings involve subjective and objective interactions as well as explicit and implicit interactions within and between users, within and between items, and between users and items. Heterogeneity spreads from users to items, as well as to their properties. Non-IID recommendation research specifically considers the following aspects: ① low-level explicit properties of non-IID users and items involved in a recommender system; ② heterogeneity between users and between items; ③ hierarchical coupling relationships [6] within and between users and items, and between users and items; and ④ latent interactions within and between users and items, and between users and items.
Such a non-IID recommendation perspective opens paradigm-shifting opportunities and new directions for next-generation foundational research and quality recommendation. In fact, learning non-IIDness [5, 6] in big data is a foundational theoretical and practical challenge in data science and big data analytics [3, [13] [14] [15] , which has not been paid much attention in relevant communities including computing, informatics, and statistics, because existing analytics and learning theories and systems have been mainly built on the IID assumption. The discussions about non-IID recommendation theories and systems in this work will hopefully inspire fundamental research and promising outcomes in other analytical, learning, and information-processing areas.
This paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 discusses the intrinsic nature of recommendation problems. Section 3 presents the concept of recommendation non-IIDness. Section 4 summarizes the main issues, with a particular focus on the IID assumption that is associated with existing recommender systems and theories. Section 5 outlines the paradigm shift of recommendation research in terms of the features and generations of recommendation research. Section 6 introduces a non-IID recommendation framework and the non-IID recommendation statement. Section 7 summarizes some preliminary case studies of non-IID recommendation methods. Prospects regarding non-IID recommendation are outlined in Section 8, followed by conclusions in Section 9.
Nature of recommendation
This paper combines the multiple sources of information related to recommendation in terms of the example shown in Fig. 1 . A four-table view of recommendation is built, which consists of the following four spaces of information:
• The rating information in Table A in Fig. 1 . This consists of all ratings by users on items, and embeds user rating behaviors and preferences. Table A reflects the subjective information and outcomes in recommendation.
• The user information in Table B . This reflects user characteristics, properties, and relationships that drive their rating behaviors and preferences. Table B consists of objective factors of users.
• The item information in Table C . This demonstrates item or specific user/item information is often involved. The hidden user-item interactions in Table D have not been explored in the relevant community, although they are very important for a deep understanding of how and why ratings are generated. The interactions in Table D are not as visible as those in other tables, but they incorporate implicit relations (which here we call coupling [6] ) between a user attribute and an item property. (See more discussions in Section 6.5.)
The complicated implicit relationships in Table D (e.g., CP represents complex interactions between an item's price and a user's city) may be driven by underlying demographic, behavioral, social, economic, or cultural aspects, which are embodied by user and item properties and their couplings. The heterogeneity between users and between items drives the personalized rating behaviors. Therefore, there is strong non-IIDness in the four tables, which serves as the underlying driver of the ratings and preferences in Table A. In fact, the proposed four-table view in Fig. 1 not only presents a general and unified data structure for building a comprehensive understanding of the recommendation problem; it also discloses that both explicit and implicit non-IIDness are driving factors of a recommender system.
Non-IIDness in recommendation
Following the proposed four-table view of recommendation, this section further discusses the intrinsic non-IIDness [5] in recommendation problems. In reality, any recommended items and users are non-IID; that is, there are various hierarchical coupling relationships within and between users and items, and heterogeneity exists between users and between items. Below, this section discusses these two aspects embedded in recommendation.
Heterogeneity
Heterogeneity is built into different aspects in the four-table view (Fig. 1) . Neither users nor items are identically distributed. The following list explores scenarios of heterogeneity of users and items, and the heterogeneity between users and items.
• Heterogeneous users. Each user shares his/her own attributes, characteristics, preferences, behaviors, and intent in the ratings. Simply treating all users as identically distributed is too simple in understanding the personalized characteristics of each user, and his/her personalized demand and intent in recommendation.
• Heterogeneous items. One item is different from another in characteristics, properties, and relationships that attract and affect users' preferences and rating behaviors. Table C consists of objective factors of items.
• The hidden user-item interactions in Table D . This is different from sources A-C, which are explicit, whereas source D is implicit, reflecting the interactions between users and items in terms of their properties. Table D consists of both objective and subjective information that connects users with items. The above systematic view ( Fig. 1) does not consider ① the environment E (shown in the outer panel), which may need to be considered in some recommendation research; or ② the interactions between Tables A-D and the environment E. A focus on this four-table view is necessary here in order to discuss the nature of recommendation. The above four-table view of recommendation discloses significant information and insights about:
(1) The specific users and items that are involved in a specific recommendation task. The user and item data show their specific properties, characteristics, and interactions. Users and items are specific and heterogeneous, since their respective features, feature values, and objects are essentially different. Users and items are personalized, holding their local characteristics and personalized preferences and interactions.
(2) How they may interact with each other and affect one another's rating behaviors and preferences. Users are coupled [6] with each other and more or less affect each other for one or multiple reasons or aspects, in the same way as items. In addition to such group or collective (global) influence, specific interactions between users and items are also deeply affected by respective individual users and items. It is important to model the balance between global and local characteristics, interactions, and preferences.
(3) How users and items affect each other. This shows that a user likes a product (embodied through ratings), probably because of specific "couplings" between the user's characteristics and the corresponding items, although such couplings are sophisticated and implicit.
(4) How objective and subjective information jointly contribute to a final decision through ratings. By connecting the subjective ratings in Table A with the objective user/item information in Tables B and C, as well as the subjective/objective user-item interactions in Table D , we are able to see the full picture of connections, drivers, and dynamics of recommendation, which is usually reflected in the ratings.
This four-table view is fundamentally different from the state-of-the-art view of recommendation, which has been built on three tables (Tables A-C) only. In addition to ratings, partial terms of type, attributes, categories, domains, and so forth. Specific item characteristics form an attraction to different users and user ratings.
• Heterogeneous user/item attributes. Each user attribute and each item attribute is different. Each user attribute describes one respective aspect of user demographics, characteristics, group, preference, behavior, and intent. Similarly, each item attribute draws a picture of a respective aspect of item categories, types, characteristics, domains, and so on. Each user/ item attribute is not identically distributed; it follows its own distribution, and thus needs to be handled accordingly.
• Heterogeneity between users and items. Users are very different from items, and cannot be assumed to follow the same distributions. Assuming that they adopt similar latent matrices or that they can be modeled in the same way is too simplistic for capturing the specific features of users and items. If the above discussions about heterogeneity need to be considered in recommendation, many existing methods, including those based on MF, may fail to produce meaningful outcomes, and may even produce misleading recommendations. It would also not be possible to provide truly personalized recommendations when the personalized characteristics are ignored in the modeling.
Couplings
Considering heterogeneity is one step forward in recommendation research, although it does not capture the full picture of characteristics and complexities in recommender systems. Another important matter is to capture the explicit and implicit-which are often hierarchical-coupling relationships. Here, couplings refer to any relationships or interactions that connect two or more aspects (which could be between inputs or between inputs and outputs) [6] .
As shown in Fig. 1 , there are different couplings embedded in the proposed four-table view. Couplings in recommendation problems represent implicit or explicit connections between users, between items, and between users and items, for any reason or in any aspect. Further explanation is given below and illustrated in Fig. 2 .
• User-user couplings. These refer to the couplings both within and between users in Table B Table C that consist of: ① intra-item attribute couplings, ② interitem attribute couplings, and ③ item couplings between items or between item categories/domains. • User-item couplings. These refer to the couplings within and between user-item pairs or clusters, which are embodied through the following aspects: ① explicit user-item couplings indicated by user ratings on items and user comments on items in Table A ; and ② implicit user-item couplings, showing the influence of, or connections between, a user's attributes and the user-rated item attributes, as shown in Table D. In addition to the different types (aspects) [6] of couplings discussed above, couplings are often presented in terms of certain hierarchies. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , couplings exist in attribute values, attributes (for both users and items), objects (users and items), and object groups (user groups or item categories). In particular, user-item couplings may appear on different levels, say from couplings within the rating table (Table A) to those between rating tables of various user groups, and from couplings between a user attribute and an item attribute to those between a user attribute matrix and an item attribute matrix.
Issues with existing recommender systems
Building on the discussions about the nature of recommendation, this section discusses the issues in existing recommendation research and the IID assumption usually made in classic recommendation theories and systems.
Related recommendation research
Existing recommendation algorithms and methods may be broadly categorized into four families: collaborative filtering (CF), content-based filtering (CBF), hybrid approaches, and problem-specific research.
A CF algorithm [16] predicts the ratings based on a user's own and/or other users' ratings. When other users' behaviors are involved, a CF algorithm incorporates the behavior and preferences of a user group similar to those of a particular user or neighborhood [17] . However, algorithms are on item-based CF [18, 19] .
CBF involves user comments on items, content about items, and material read by users about items. This additional information is incorporated into the rating estimation. A number of hybrid approaches exist that integrate CF and CBF in a variety of ways in parallel or serially. The hybridization may apply CF and CBF separately, followed by a merging of their results; or, CBF may first be used to identify users with similar sentiments, after which CF is employed to make recommendations on ratings. By incorporating specific factors into models such as CF, different methods have been proposed, such as social relationship-based methods [20, 21] .
The concept of collective matrix factorization [22] was proposed in order to factor each relation matrix with a generalized-linear link function, and, whenever an entity type is involved in more than one relationship, to tie factors of different models together. This approach captures simple and mainly latent relations between factors in observations through matrix factoring relevant relations and matrices, but it fails to capture the lowlevel data characteristics and complexities.
Corresponding modeling tools and evaluation metrics are proposed or used to measure recommendation performance. For example, Pearson correlation is widely used in CF, and clustering is used to group similar items or users. Typical data mining and machine learning approaches including K-means, K-modes, fuzzy C-means, MF, adaptive resonance theory, probabilistic clustering (expectation-maximization), Bayesian belief nets, Markov chains, and Rocchio classification are used in recommendation.
In recent years, specific recommendation problems such as cold-start, cross-domain, group-based, and shilling attack-oriented recommendations have attracted increasing attention. For example, group recommendation, which focuses on grouping user behaviors or preferences, has attracted a lot of attention [23] . Cross-domain recommendation [24, 25] learns insights from user ratings on items in one domain to inform the ratings on items from other categories. Some works [26] focus on specific data and representation structures and methods for making recommendations.
More recently, following our efforts in promoting the research of non-IIDness learning [5] and non-IID recommendation [12] , an emerging research direction in recommendation [6] has focused on modeling couplings within and between users, within and between items, and between users and items, and combining them with ratings. Accordingly, some preliminary work has been done, including recommendation based on item couplings [11] , coupled items-based CF, and user group-based recommendation by incorporating item couplings [27] . This paper builds on these initiatives and our brief discussions in Ref. [12] to provide a comprehensive and systematic framework and discussion about non-IID recommendation learning.
IID assumption in classic recommendation theories
Most of existing recommendation theories and systems only or mainly involve the rating information in Table A , and focus on learning user preferences on items in terms of ratings. Typical recommendation algorithms, including those for CF and MF, often ignore the underlying reasons driving specific user preferences [18, 28, 29] , which are drawn from user and item information in Tables B and C. They basically treat users and items as IID, and do not consider who the users are and what products they rate. To the best of this author's knowledge, no existing work has comprehensively incorporated couplings within and between ratings, users and items, and between users and items, as shown in Fig. 2 .
The underlying IID assumption behind typical algorithms for CF and MF [30, 31] are now analyzed.
Basic CF builds a process of filtering that involves collaborations between objects in terms of either a user-based CF or an item-based CF. A user-based CF assumes that user b is likely to follow user a's ratings on another item if a shares the same rating as b on one item. Similarly, an item-based CF assumes that users who are interested in item x are also interested in item y. Although different CF variants have been proposed in order to address respective issues, the underlying assumption in the original memory-based CF algorithm is analyzed here [28] . Eq. (1) 
where, p a,j assumes that there is only a weak correlation between users i and a. This basic CF makes the following assumption: ① User i rates all items independently, by treating items as IID and ignoring the connection between ratings r i, j 1 and r i, j 2 for two items j 1 and j 2 . ② Two users i 1 and i 2 rate items independently, by treating users as IID, the CF overlooks the connections between two users i 1 and i 2 and their ratings r i 1 , j and r i 2 , j . ③ User ratings on items do not affect each other; that is, they overlook the connections between users and items. ④ The algorithm does not involve user properties and item properties; rather, it uses only the rating information.
Let us further analyze the assumption in the MF approach. An MF algorithm assumes that ratings R are the approximate factorization of two matrices P and Q representing the latent variable matrices of users and items, respectively. Accordingly, the estimation of a rating r i, j of an item j by a user i can be made as follows:
where, two vectors p ik and q kj capture the latent variables of user i on item j, and the rating is affected by similar users k. This basic MF makes the following assumptions: ① The rating estimation does not rely on either user or item properties. ② It assumes that the rating dynamics are driven by the user and item latent factors, and thus ignores the couplings (influence) and heterogeneity between users, between items, and between users and items.
The above analysis of underlying CF and MF principles shows that both CF and MF assume that users and items are IID, and lack the involvement of driving factors of user and item attributes in the rating estimation. Despite the diversified variants of CF and MF methods that have been proposed, if the non-IID information in Fig. 1 is not involved, it is understandable that the recommendations made may not address personalized preferences.
Paradigm shift of recommendation research
This section discusses the features of existing recommendation research, and proposes a view of four generations of recommendation research.
Features of recommendation research
Although the evolution of recommender systems has experienced some important periods, increasing attention is being paid to this area. Building on the discussions of existing recommendation research in Section 4, the list below summarizes typical features of state-of-the-art recommendation research, which:
• Assumes users and items are IID;
• Usually places foci on observable factors and aspects;
• Involves latent variables while ignoring explicit user/item variables, or vice versa; • Ignores or simplifies the interactions between explicit and implicit variables of users and items; • Lacks deep explorations of subjective factors, and the integration of subjective and objective factors; and • Lacks deep explorations of core driving forces and implicit interactions within and between users, within and between items, and between users and items.
Categorization of recommendation research
Different views exist on how to categorize recommendation research. Representative surveys on recommender systems present the following pictures about research on recommendation from different perspectives and foci of interest.
• An approach categorization of hybrid Web systems is shown in Ref. [32] , consisting of four classes of recommender systems based on knowledge sources-CF, content-based, demographic, and knowledge-based systems-and 53 possible hybrid methods based on the workable combinations of seven hybridization strategies: weighted, mixed, switching, feature combination, cascade, feature augmentation, and meta-level [33] with the above four classes.
• A categorization of recommendation techniques is provided in terms of similarity, dimensionality reduction, diffusion (spreading), social filtering, meta approaches, and performance evaluation in Ref. [34] .
• CF recommender systems are reviewed in Ref. [35] in terms of the evolution from algorithms to questions around the user experience with the recommender systems, issues and open problems about quality, hidden dangers, and user control.
• A recommender system taxonomy is provided in Ref. [36] , which consists of four levels: memory-based (ratings), content-based (user/item features, corresponding to the traditional Web), social-based (relationship and trust, corresponding to the social Web), and context-based (user/item locations, corresponding to the Internet of Things) levels with input of both implicit and explicit data as well as user and item data.
• The relevant literature categorization and evolution from 2001 to 2010 were summarized and analyzed in Ref. [37] , which categorizes them into eight application fields (books, documents, images, movie, music, shopping, TV programs, and others) and eight data mining techniques (association rule, clustering, decision tree, k-nearest neighbor, link analysis, neural network, regression, and other heuristic methods).
• In addition to the approach categorization in Ref. [32] cited above, Ref. [2] , an edited book, collected 28 chapters that are grouped into four parts: recommendation techniques, recommender systems evaluation, human-computer interaction, and advanced topics. No informative category of recommendation research is provided in this most recent handbook. In the literature, the following seven major categories of recommendation techniques have been focused on:
• Memory-based recommendation, which mainly focuses on rating estimation by explicit ratings from users to items or implicit valuations of items [36] by typical models such as MF and value decomposition; • Collaborative filtering (CF), which mainly considers "userto-user correlations" and user (or item) neighbor relationship in the user information in Table B in Fig. 1 , corresponding to similar users-or items-based recommendation; • User profiling and modeling-based recommendation, which mainly considers user demographic information in order to generate similar users w.r.t. similar demographic information for so-called "personalized" recommendation, essentially focusing on the specific user information in Table B ; • Content-based recommendation, which mainly involves item-keyword, description, and semantic indexing in item information Table C , corresponding to item preference-based recommendation; • Group-based recommendation, which involves the social relationships and friendship in Table B in order to recommend items to associated user groups or suggest item categories to a group of users; • Knowledge-based recommendation, which mainly involves ① domain knowledge to measure how certain item features meet users' needs and preferences and how an item meets a user's preference, such as case-based recommendations by learning relations between specific user attributes and item attributes in Table D , and ② constraint-based recommendations by applying predefined rules to associate user requirements with item attributes in Table D ; and • Hybrid recommendation, which integrates the above approaches, such as integrating CF with content-based recommendation. The above categorization mixes information source-driven perspectives (most of them are information-driven) with function-and purpose-based approaches. They do not directly address critical challenges (such as sparsity and the shilling-attack effect) and they miss some important areas (such as the visualization and explorations in Table D ).
Taxonomy of recommendation research
A taxonomy of recommendation research is created in Fig. 3 , which consists of seven layers: application, source, goal, challenge, technique, deliverable, and evaluation of recommendation.
• Application. This refers to domain problems and applications of recommendation; recommended products, services, and channels; and so forth. Typical applications of recommendation include: mobile applications and services; social media and network services; online business and services including shopping and news; entertainment services; food and beverage services; workflow and policy suggestions; health and medical service recommendations; traveling and tourism services; marketing and customer care; business and industry services; manufacturing optimization; logistic and transport services; and digital life, including virtual reality and animating services, and living service.
• Source. This refers to data sources that may be involved in recommendation and that consist of core data and ancillary data, which may be subjective and objective, implicit and explicit. Core data includes goals and expectations, ratings, user information, item information, and user-item interaction data. Ancillary data may consist of feedback data, environmental (contextual) data, external data, domain knowledge, system data, and information from the Internet.
• Goal. This refers to the purposes of recommendation. Both business and technical goals may be associated with recommendations. From the business perspective, recommendations may be used to improve marketing and sales, customer relationship and user experience, service objectives, economic and financial goals, human-computer interactions, and website and interface design, and to suggest new business opportunities (e.g., new users, novel products, new services). Technical objectives of recommendation may focus on enhancing rating prediction, cost-effectiveness, optimization, novelty, diversity, predictability, robustness, trust, risk management, and actionability of suggestions.
• Challenge. This is related to the characteristics and complexities of recommendation sources (novelty, diversity, crossdomain, group and community focus, dynamic and online nature), user behavior and satisfaction (cold-start, popularity bias, shilling-attack effect, personalized satisfaction, human intelligence), environment (context, constraint, sociocultural issues), infrastructure (scalability, efficiency), performance (quality, accuracy, error rate, usability, utility, irrelevance, actionability), and so forth. 
Generations of recommendation research
This section categorizes the research on recommendation into four major generations (Fig. 4) :
• First generation (1st G): rating-based recommendation research; • Second generation: (2nd G) user/item-based recommendation research; • Third generation (3rd G): cross-user/item recommendation research; and • Fourth generation (4th G): non-IID recommendation research. The first generation mainly involves rating-based recommendation research, which corresponds to modeling and estimating the rating dynamics in the rating table (see Fig. 1 ) by either directly simulating the rating dynamics (such as by MF) or considering similar rating behavior and preferences (such as classic CF). Memory-based methods and specific rating characteristics are focused on in some research works, such as modeling sparse ratings, cold-start ratings, and ratings with the shilling-attack effect. At this stage, the rating information in Table A in Fig. 1 is mainly relied on in the relevant modeling.
The second generation is on user/item-based recommendation research, which corresponds to modeling rating dynamics, making user-based and item-based recommendations, and building contentbased models by incorporating the specific user or item information in Tables B or C in Fig. 1 . Typical examples include involving social relationships and filters between users, different categories, or subcategories of items (so-called cross-domain or hierarchical recommendation); clustering users in terms of rating behaviors or preferences; or clustering items for recommendation (so-called group-based recommendation). By involving user and item information in rating estimation and user/item recommendations, typical challenges including cold-start, sparse rating, and shilling attack are further explored, and can also be modeled by connecting to other issues such as cross-domain and group-based recommendations.
The third generation is on cross-user/item recommendation research, which corresponds to modeling ratings and making user/ item recommendations by involving the specific interaction information between users and items in Tables B and C in Fig. 1 , such as user comments on products, and associations between user preferences and specific product types or characteristics. Some existing content-based modeling works fall in this category, which involves both user and item information as well as users' comments, sentiments, and opinions on items.
In existing literature, research related to the above generations makes the assumption that users and items/products are IID, and does not consider the value-to-object non-IID characteristics within and between users, products, and between users and products [38, 39] . Increasing attention has been paid to learning latent variables in ratings, such as by MF-based approaches. When user and product information is incorporated, the heterogeneity and coupling relationships [5] are usually ignored.
The fourth generation is on non-IID recommendation research, which corresponds to modeling and synergizing the implicit/explicit and subjective/objective non-IIDness within and between users (in Table B ), products (in Table C) , and between users and products (in Tables A and D in Fig. 1) . At this stage, we assume that users and products are non-IID and that they need to be considered at different levels from value to attribute and object, as well as in terms of the interactions between user attributes and product attributes. The main discussions in this paper are formed by fourth generation research, based on the systematic view in Fig. 1 , which has not been explored in the literature. Fig. 4 further maps the systematic view in Fig. 1 to cover the four generations of research on recommendation. The fourth generation actually covers the first to third generations in the sense that ① theories and approaches in the first to third generations require an IID-to-non-IID paradigm shift; and ② non-IID recommendation must involve all four tables, Tables A-D, as well as the environment E under the non-IID assumption.
Non-IID recommendation theoretical framework
This section proposes the non-IID recommendation theoretical framework, and formalizes the non-IIDness of users, items, and explicit and implicit user-item connections.
The non-IID recommendation framework
To effectively capture the non-IIDness discussed above in recommendation problems, a new non-IID recommendation theoretical framework is essential for building non-IID recommendation theories and systems. The principle of this non-IID framework is to capture comprehensive heterogeneity and couplings (i.e., non-IIDness) both within and between user (item) attributes, within and between users, within and between items, and between users and items.
The objectives of this non-IID recommendation framework are to:
• Incorporate both heterogeneity and couplings, namely, non-IIDness in recommendation, into recommendation algorithms and systems; • Capture both explicit non-IIDness, such as the user-user couplings in Table B , and implicit non-IIDness, such as the user-item couplings in Table D in Fig. 2 ; and • Seize both subjective non-IIDness, such as in the ratings in Table A , and objective non-IIDness, such as that of the users and items in Tables B and C. The non-IID recommendation theoretical framework is illustrated in Fig. 5 . It considers recommendation non-IIDness as inbuilt in the four-table view.
• User non-IIDness. Couplings and heterogeneity are embedded both within and between users through user attributes, attribute values, users, and user groups, illustrated in user information in Table B of Fig. 2 , which can be described as a user information matrix B, consisting of user attributes and their values on users.
• Item non-IIDness. Couplings and heterogeneity are inbuilt both within and between items in terms of item attribute values, attributes, items, and item categories, as shown in Table C in Fig. 2 , which can be described as an item information matrix C, consisting of item attributes and their values on items.
• Explicit user-item non-IIDness. Explicit non-IIDness within
and between user-item connections is embodied through users' ratings on items, as shown in Table A in Fig. 2 . The ratings-based user-item non-IIDness is also subjective, and is thus also called subjective user-item non-IIDness. The ratings can be represented as a rating information matrix A, consisting of users' ratings on items. • Implicit user-item non-IIDness. Implicit non-IIDness exists both within and between user-item connections through their implicit attribute interactions, as shown in Table D in Fig. 2 . This can be represented by an implicit user/item information matrix D, consisting of high dimensional relations between the user matrix B and the item matrix C. Building on attribute interactions and personalized characteristics, the implicit user-item non-IIDness is objective. Therefore, the implicit user-item non-IIDness is also called objective useritem non-IIDness. The ultimate ratings in Table A 
User non-IIDness
As shown in Table B in Fig. 2 , user non-IIDness RS B is embedded in the user information table. It captures interactions, connections, and influence between users in terms of users, user attribute values, user attributes, and user grouping. For example, as shown in Table B , users u 1 and u 2 are different in terms of their ages and genders, although they are also interrelated, as they both live in Sydney and are of similar ages.
Accordingly, the user information in Table B consists of:
• Intra-user non-IIDness B a (·), which captures the value non-IIDness matrix in user attribute values (this is similar to the concept intra-coupled behavior in coupled behavior analysis [38] ; as an example, interested readers may refer to the intra-attribute similarity between attribute values and its similarity matrix in Ref. [39] ); • Inter-user non-IIDness B e (·), which represents the non-IIDness matrix for user attributes (this is similar to the concept inter-coupled behavior for coupled behavior analysis; as an example, interested readers may refer to the concept inter-attribute similarity between attributes and its similarity matrix in Ref. [39] ); and • Aggregative user non-IIDness B(B a (·), B e (·)), which combines intra-user non-IIDness and inter-user non-IIDness, where B() represents the integration function for combining matrices B a (·) and B e (·) (interested readers may refer to the coupled behavior matrix representing a coupled behavior in Ref. [38] , and the coupled objective similarity matrix in Ref. [39] ). The above aspects of user non-IIDness, after being integrated, form the non-IID user space RS B in Table B :
Item non-IIDness
The item non-IIDness RS C is indicated in the item information, Table C . It is embodied through connections and influence between items, item attributes, item attribute values, and item categorization. For example, in Table C, items i 2 and i 3 share dissimilarity between prices and subcategories, although they belong to the same category C2.
Similarly, the item information, Table C , is embedded with intra-item non-IIDness C a (·), inter-item non-IIDness C e (·), and the aggregative non-IIDness C(C a (·), C e (·)), where C() represents the integration function that combines C a (·) and C e (·).
The above aspects of item non-IIDness, after being integrated, form the non-IID item space RS C in Table C :
Explicit user-item non-IIDness
The user-item non-IIDness RS A in the user-item interaction, Table A , reflects the explicit and subjective interactions and influence between users and items through ratings. The user-item rating non-IIDness A(·) in Table A can be further decomposed to user-user rating non-IIDness and item-item rating non-IIDness. For example, in Table A , users u 2 and u 3 give the same ratings on items i 1 and i 2 , but different ratings on item i 3 .
Accordingly, A(·) can be categorized as intra-rating non-IIDness between users A a (·), inter-rating non-IIDness between items A e (·), and the aggregated rating non-IIDness A(A a (·), A e (·)), where A() represents the integration function that combines A a (·) and A e (·). The overall explicit non-IID user-item similarity RS A can thus be described in terms of
, ,
where, the intra-rating non-IIDness A j 1 , j 2 refers to rating non-IIDness across items j 1 and j 2 ; the inter-rating non-IIDness A i 1 , i 2 refers to rating non-IIDness across users i 1 and i 2 .
Existing research often overlooks the non-IIDness in ratings; thus, explicit non-IID user-item similarity RS A is simplified as
where, A i,j represents the preference rating matrix; A(·) is the aggregation function.
Implicit user-item non-IIDness
The most interesting and complicated non-IIDness in recommendation is embedded in Table D ; namely, the implicit and objective user-item non-IIDness RS D . It captures the implicit and objective interactions between user attributes and item attributes. It is very complicated, since there may be hierarchical non-IIDness embedded in Table D, reflecting the interactions and influence  between Table B and Table C. In Table D , a specific cell such as "i 1 j 1 " in subscript is called a coupled user-item cell. The non-IIDness in each cell, namely D i 1 j 1 , is the product of matrix C a for a specific item attribute q j 1 and matrix B a for a specific user attribute p i 1 . The non-IIDness within and between cells is illustrated in Table D. The implicit non-IIDness
 of a coupled user-item cell D i 1 j 1 may be a matrix to learn. It consists of two parts: ① the non-IIDness of a user i 1 's specific attribute on all items with item attribute number j 1 , namely D a (D i 1 j 1* ) (1 ≤ j 1* ≤ J ); and ② the non-IIDness of an item j 1 's specific attribute on all users with the user attribute number i 1 , namely D e (D i 1* j 1 ) (1 ≤ i 1* ≤ I ).
For example, in Fig. 1 , SP represents the implicit couplings between a user's sex and an item's price. In addition, SP may also be influenced by other couplings in Table D , such as SC, NP, and AP. For example, the three users may be from one family, in which Cindy and John may be a couple who could affect each other's ratings. Julie may be their daughter, who may not be sensitive to price but may be more influenced by her mother. John may focus on quality while Cindy may be more sensitive to price, while Julie would be likely to balance quality and price. In addition, items i 2 and i 3 may fall into the same category.
Subsequently, the implicit non-IIDness
 in a coupled useritem cell is measured by ( ) ( ) ( )
Lastly, the overall implicit user-item non-IIDness RS D hidden in Table D is the aggregation of all coupled user-item cell non-IIDness in Table D , which is measured by ( )
where
The overall implicit user-item non-IIDness in Table D consists of two parts: ① a user i 1 's attribute-based item non-IIDness D a (·) on all item attributes representing the non-IIDness between different item attributes on a particular user attribute, and ② an item j 1 's attribute-based user non-IIDness D e (·) on all user attributes, indicating the non-IIDness between user attributes in terms of a specific item attribute. These two parts are further coupled in terms of RS D .
RS D cannot be captured by a simple matrix in the same way as RS Table D involves the  cell CP in Table D , which consists of CP a , capturing all couplings and heterogeneity between all item prices in a user's city, and CP e , calculating the couplings and heterogeneity of all user cities on the item attribute price.
The recommendation non-IIDness
With the above individual non-IIDness captured for users, items, and explicit and implicit user-item interactions, we first form a complete picture of all user-item non-IIDness in recommendation, through an aggregation function RS A+D (·) in order to combine both explicit user-item non-IIDness RS A and implicit useritem non-IIDness RS D as follows:
RS RS A A RS RS A RS
where,
, and so on, with non-determinism. The complete non-IIDness in a recommendation problem is defined below. Table D .
Definition 1 (recommendation non-IIDness
where, RS(·) is the integration function. Lastly, we define non-IID recommendation. 
Definition 2 (non-IID recommendation). Given a recommendation problem X that consists of user information matrix
( ) ( ) ( ) arg min , , , = −          ( )(14)
Case studies of non-IID recommendation
One example of non-IID recommendation is to learn the user and item coupling relationships as discussed in Sections 6.2 and 6.3. The principle of modeling user/item couplings involves:
• Learning user similarity, which is to learn the similarities between user attribute values, between user attributes, and between users, as well as to integrate the value similarity, attribute similarity, and user similarity; • Learning item similarity, which, similar to learning user similarity, is to learn the similarities between item attribute values, between item attributes, and between items, as well as to integrate the value similarity, attribute similarity, and item similarity; and • Integrating user/item similarity, which is to integrate user similarity with item similarity by considering hierarchical user similarity and hierarchical item similarity. Several preliminary works have started the exploration of modeling user/item couplings on top of classic CF and, in particular, the MF model. For example:
• Coupled item similarity-based collaborative filtering [11] , in which coupled item similarity was modeled in terms of the coupled object similarity in Refs. [39, 40] by incorporating coupled item attribute similarity and then introducing a coupled K-modes algorithm to predict ratings.
• Coupled item similarity-based MF [27] , in which coupled item similarity was learned in terms of the coupled object similarity in Refs. [39, 40] and this similarity was added into the MF objective function in order to learn latent user and item matrices.
• Coupled user/item similarity-based MF [10] , in which both coupled user similarity and coupled item similarity were learned in terms of the coupled object similarity in Refs. [39, 40] and both similarities were incorporated into the MF objective function for optimization. Table 1 reports results in Ref. [10] about a comparison of cou- The above results of CMF show that CMF complements the subjective ratings with the objective low-level user/item information to form a comprehensive understanding of specific recommendation problems. Accordingly, CMF builds both generic and specific modeling power, whereas the basic MF only captures the generic aspects. Furthermore, the outcomes reported in Refs. [10, 11, 27] (interested readers can find details in Refs. [10, 11, 27] ) show that the preliminary applications of coupled user similarity and coupled item similarity in recommender systems uncover the intrinsic low-level interactions and influence between users and between items by considering low-level attribute information and relationships.
In fact, as discussed in Ref. [5] , such couplings have not been considered in the classic CF and other recommendation algorithms, which also ignore the full engagement of item attributes, user attributes, and item-user interactions in terms of attributes. This explains why such algorithms do not work well for specific applications, although they do provide generic application-independent solutions.
Prospects
At this stage, the research on recommendation is experiencing significant challenges: Many classic problems have not been well solved, while fewer and fewer breakthroughs and systematic innovations have been made. It is important to scrutinize the intrinsic complexities and nature of the underlying recommendation problems. To this end, we must learn low-level data characteristics-in particular, coupling relationships and heterogeneity of recommended users and products-and thereby focus on the new generation of non-IID recommendation research.
From the above perspectives, although recommender systems have been intensively studied, there are still great opportunities to explore theoretical breakthroughs and grand challenges. A summary of five principles for non-IID recommendation research is given here.
• Principle 1. Involve low-level and hierarchical variables and value-to-object (i.e., user, item, environment) coupling relationships into model-based approaches, in order to form data + model-driven recommendation for informed recommendation.
• Principle 2. Capture explicit and implicit variables, relationships, and specific heterogeneity in recommendation modeling in order to address the comprehensive aspects, characteristics, and complexities in recommendation problems.
• Principle 3. Learn non-IIDness in terms of users, items, and user-item interactions. In addition to the coupling learning of complex interactions [6] , non-IIDness learning [5] involves many attributes, types, forms, hierarchies, structures, distributions, relations, and their synergy (see more discussions in
Refs. [5, 6, 38] ), and the challenges of combining the learning of both couplings and heterogeneity.
• Principle 4. Model the user-item non-IIDness in Table D in Fig. 2 . The non-IIDness in Table D has not been studied in the relevant communities. It is important to learn the implicit and sophisticated user-item interactions in Table D , since they serve as the foundational drivers of the rating behavior and preference and their dynamics. For this, we need to learn couplings across multiple matrices and hierarchical couplings across matrices. • Principle 5. Integrate non-IIDness in all tables in Fig. 2 . This requires the involvement of both subjective and objective couplings and the explicit and implicit couplings embedded in the four tables, which are presented heterogeneously. The proposed non-IID recommendation framework in Section 6 has great potential for creating innovative theories and systems from either individual or comprehensive perspectives; addressing existing typical challenges; and offering informed, relevant, personalized, and actionable recommendations. In addition, most of the existing works [41] , including those involving social relationships, cross domain, and cross group, form special cases or only address specific aspects of the proposed non-IID recommendation framework.
In particular, the following extension and instantiation opportunities of non-IID recommendation research are discussed.
• Modeling item couplings. Modeling couplings within and between items and then incorporating their similarities into existing learning models could substantially upgrade the underlying models to cater for interactions and relations between items.
• Enhancing user profiling and modeling. Modeling the entire user information for profiling and modeling [42, 43] can significantly leverage the shortage of existing models, which often focus on specific user information and aspects, such as in so-called ontological user profiling, social user profiling, implicit profiling, explicit profiling, CF-based profiling, and applications of data mining and machine learning for profiling.
• Modeling social relationships. Modeling social relationships in recommendation and social media is a special case of our proposed non-IID recommender systems, when user couplings are modeled in terms of either individual aspects such as user friendship or twittering and re-twittering interactions between users, or multiple aspects such as modeling both user friendships and user profiles. In fact, many different algorithms can be proposed by modeling user couplings in terms of either one user attribute or multiple user attributes. A major difference here is to model not only intra-but also inter-user attribute couplings. For example, in Ref. [9] , a sigmoid function is used to incorporate user/item couplings into MF.
• Handling popularity bias. There are often a small number of popular items versus a large number of items on long tail, which causes a sparsity and lack of coverage issue [44] . By modeling the similarity between popular and rare users/ items from the non-IID perspective, the lack of sufficient ratings information can be complemented. This can create a novel perspective to build connections between ratings on popular items and ratings on rare items, on top of existing foci on dimensionality reduction and graph-based transitive relations in the data. Interested readers may refer to Ref. [45] to obtain useful clues about indirect linkage between keywords in document analysis.
• Modeling cross-domain recommendation. Cross-domain recommendation is to suggest items from another domain to us-ers in the underlying domain [46] . When item domain information (such as categories and subcategories, product types, and usage purposes) is focused, learning item couplings is specified to learn cross-domain factors. Similar to modeling user couplings, different algorithms can be proposed to model cross-domain item couplings in terms of either individual or multiple item attributes. Both intra-and inter-item attribute similarity should be learned. For example, the work in Refs. [24, 25] models cross-domain recommendation. In some works, transfer learning was used [46, 47] ; these actually belong to the special cases described above. When the source and the target domain are heterogeneous, the current transfer learning may not work well. Non-IID recommendation can leverage them by modeling the non-IIDness between source and target domains.
• Modeling group recommendation. This is another special case of learning user couplings by focusing on the modeling of user grouping. For example, the work in Ref.
[23] models group preferences. In Ref. [27] , a coupled group MF (CGMF) algorithm was proposed, which considers user grouping in social media to cater for a specific group profile in addition to incorporating the above-discussed intra-and inter-couplings. A more sophisticated issue is to model cross-group preferences and differences when a recommendation problem involves the system-of-system phenomena [48] . In this case, we need to learn the non-IIDness between groups.
• Cold-start problem. This is to predict the ratings on newly arrived items or recommend existing items to new customers [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] . It addresses the issue that long-tail and new users/ items receive much less feedback (or none) than those that are popular, and are usually inaccurately modeled as a result.
With the non-IID recommendation principle, this problem may be better addressed by modeling the non-IID user and/ or item similarities, and correspondingly making recommendation to new users or items based on non-IID user/item similarities.
• Shilling attack issue. Fake ratings are given for devious purposes [54] . This may be addressed by modeling the genuine non-IIDness in users and items, and identifying the "outlying" ratings that are not consistent with the genuine user/item non-IIDness (interested readers may refer to the coupled outlier detection method in Ref. [55] ).
• Context-aware recommendation. The general understanding of contextual recommendation [56] can be treated as making recommendation within certain user/item constraints or by assuming specific user/item settings in Tables B and C, which can thus be better solved from non-IID user/item perspectives by modeling the respective non-IIDness. In addition, when the environment E in Eq. (14) excludes user/item information, such as when it refers to seasonal, economic, and sociocultural factors of a recommendation problem, we need to consider the interactions between environment and users/ items, by adding the fifth table E that captures the contextual information. For this situation, the recommendation theories need to address the objectives in Definition 2.
• Human-computer interactions for recommendation. This involves: ① the effective and comprehensive acquisition and application of user information available in Table B and ② the incorporation of qualitative human intelligence, as a part of the computing/decision-making body, into recommendation. Learning user non-IIDness in Table B in Fig. 1 can address the first purpose; for example, modeling user preference and opinions on items is a special case of the user-item coupling learning in Table D in Fig. 2 that focuses on understanding user comments only. The second part involves many qualitative aspects of human intelligence [48] , which is not directly available in the data source but is very important for quality recommendation. Many interdisciplinary research opportunities may emerge, such as: understanding human perceptual, cognitive, psychological, and sociocultural aspects and influence in determining how and why a recommendation is chosen or not; human decision making and choice making; the representation and understanding of human personality and preference; modeling trust and privacy and their inference in a group and collective scenario; modeling real user needs and expectations; and modeling emotional, interpersonal, experiential, attitudinal, and motivational factors of individuals and groups in recommendation and decision making [2] . This research will lead to human-machine cooperative recommendation or human-centric recommender systems by human-computer interactions [57] , and to the synthesis of human and machine intelligence [58] .
• Crowdsourcing for recommender systems. This involves multiple roles, including task/service requesters, workers, and providers; and multiple objectives [59, 60] , including reward, cost-effectiveness of delivery, skill matching, overall task completion rate, and cumulative commission. Recommendation can play a role in optimizing the multiple objectives.
If we can obtain the user information for different roles, task description information, and optimization objectives, this problem can then be mapped to a multi-view problem: a multi-type user information table, a task information table,  and an optimization goal table, corresponding to Tables A-C in Fig. 1 . Then, the proposed non-IIDness recommendation can be applied to optimizing crowdsourcing.
Conclusions
In data economy and businesses such as social media, online business, mobile services, and advertising, recommendation plays an increasingly important role. Existing recommendation theories and systems have mainly been built on the assumption that recommended items and recommendation users are IID. This work has analyzed the issues surrounding such IID theories, and has introduced non-IIDness into recommendation by considering both couplings and heterogeneity in users and items, and between users and items. A non-IID recommendation framework has been introduced to incorporate explicit and implicit, subjective and objective, and local and global non-IIDness. This non-IID framework creates extensive challenges and will result in theoretical breakthroughs and significant innovation opportunities for next-generation recommendation research and applications.
Non-IIDness learning is a grand challenge in data science and big data analytics. It raises critical issues that confront the classic theories and tools in data analytics, information processing, statistics, pattern recognition, and learning systems. This work on non-IID recommendation study will hopefully inspire similar insights into many other topics, generating a paradigm shift from IIDness learning to non-IIDness learning, for both breakthrough theories and better practices.
